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ABSTRACT

The monitoring provides (pre- and post-retrofit) data
to support building energy analysis and to verify the energy

In hot and humid climates, where summers are both

savings due to energy conservation retrofits implemented

warm and humid, the latent cooling can be a significant

in the buildings. The installed equipment typically includes

portion of the total cooling load (as much as 40%). Typi

whole-bUilding thermal metering (chilled water and hot wa

cally the monitored data only includes whole-building heating

ter/steam condensate (Btu)), whole-building electric load

and cooling energy use and total electric consumption. A

metering (kW), air handler load (fans, motors, pumps, etc

method to disaggregate the latent cooling energy use from

(kW)) and weather (outdoor dry-bulb temperature, outdoor

the measured whole-building heating and cooling energy use

relative humidity/dew point temperature, solar radiation and

would be of particular interest. This paper presents such a
method and discusses its benefits.

wind speed) (O'Neal et aI., 1992).
The instrumentation that measures cooling energy

It is shown that the overall heat transfer coefficient.

use does not measure the sensible and lalent cooling en

inclUding the conduction, infiltration, and ventilation effects of

ergy use individually. In hot and humid climates, where

a building, can be evaluated. Subsequently this enables the

summers are both warm and humid, the latent cooling can

disaggregation of the total cooling energy use into sensible
and latent cooling fractions. The benefits 01 such a method

be a significant portion of the total cooling load (as much
as 40%). The sensible and latent energy use can be mon

include: (i) better understanding of the sensible and latent

itored individually, but this is expensive. Also, even state of

fractions in the total cooling energy use of a building, and
(ii) belter regression models for energy analysis.

the art moisture measuring devices need frequent calibration
(Bryant and O'Neal 1992). On the other hand measure· i
ment of the whole-building heating and cooling energy

u~e

In addition to the whole-building cooling and heating
energy use and the ambient conditions, the required system

is relatively simple and inexpensive. Therefore, to improve

parameters include: (i) cold deck supply temperature, (ii)

the building energy analysis a method is needed whereby

hot deck supply temperature, (iii) mixed air temperature or

the latent cooling can be disaggregated from the measured

ventilation rate, (iv) internal gains, and (v) total mass flow

whole-building heating and cooling energy use. The benefits

rate of the dual duct constant volume system. If continuous

of such a method include: (i) belter understanding of the

measumments of the system parameters are not available,

sensible and latent fractions in the total cooling energy use

then one-time measurements may ba used to disaggregate
the latent cooling energy use.

of a building, and (ii) better regression models for energy
analysis. Such a method is presented in this paper.
The methodology to disaggregate sensible and latent

INTRODUCTION

cooling from total cooling is presented. The methodology
Several state-owned buildings are being retrofitted

is based on first evaluating the overall heal transfer coeffi

with energy efficient heating ventilating and air-conditioning

cient (U0 which includes conduction, infiltration, ventilation

(HVAC) systems as part of the Texas LoanSTAR (Loan

and solar gain eHects) of a building. Uo which has units of
Btulh/F is analogous to the inverse of the heat resistance.

for ~aving Taxes 6nd flesources) Program (Verdict et aI.,
1990). A state-wide Monitoring and Analysis Program (MAP)

It was evaluated by performing an energy balance on the

has been established, at the Energy System Laboratory

building in the heating mode, with the use of mixed air, cold

(ESL), at Texas A&M University to monitor the pre- and the

deck, hot deck, and ambient dry-bulb temperatures, internal

post-retrofit energy use. The program is currently collecting

gains and whole-building heating energy use. The sensible

hourly data from over fifty buildings in Texas (Claridge et aI.,
1991).

cooling energy use is then estimated by performing an en
ergy balance on the building in the cooling mode with the
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use of system temperatures, internal gains and Uo . The
latent cooling energy use 01 the building is the difference
between the measured whole-building cooling energy use
and the estimated sensible cooling energy. This method

The sensible heating/cooling is, in general, a function
of the outdoor (Tomb) and indoor (Tz ) dry-bulb tempera
tures and the latent cooling is a function of the amount of
moisture in the mixed air and of the surlace temperature of

ology was applied to two large bUildings located in Central
Texas.

the cooling coil. The Whole-building cooling energy use is
made up of sensible and latent effects, whereas the whole
building heating energy use consists of sensible heating

METHODOLOGY

only. Therefore, by performing an energy balance on the
building in heating mode,

The methodology will be illustrated for dual-duct con
stant volume (DDCV) systems (Figure 1). It can be easily

Uo can be evaluated. The mea

sured total heating energy use,

qh'

is given by:

adapted to other systems as well, with minor changes. In

(1)

addition to the Whole-building cooling and heating energy
use, total internal gains, and the ambient conditions, sev
eral system parameters are needed. These include: (i) cold
deck supply temperature (Te ), (ii) hot deck supply temper
ature (Th), (iii) mixed air temperature (Tm ) or ventilation

The hot deck mass flow rate, mh' is an unknown,
but for a DDCV system (Knebel 1983) it can be expressed
in terms of the total mass flow rate
as:

mt

r~te, (iv) internal gains (Iii,.. ) and (v) total mass flow rate

la

(2)

surements of the system parameters are not available then
one time measurement may be used in the analysis.
The zone supply air temperature,

T z ,.,

which is a function

of zone sensible load is also an unknown and is given by:

T Z,' -- T Z _ qz,.
.
~..

,."

.

(3)

mtCp

"'c-----,=ri

tiz,.

where
is the zone sensible load and
zone temperature.

....

T z ,.
Con: Zone

T z the

mean

is controlled by zone thermostat which only re

sponds to changes in sensible loads. The sensible loads,

qz,.,

on a building include: (i) enveiope loads (conduc
tion losses/gains, and solar heat gains), (ii) internal loads
(gains from lights, equipment and people) and (iii) infiltration
losses/gains. However,

Rc:turn

AM

load, whereas

qh

tiz,_

does nol account for ventilation

does. The sensible portion of the ventila

lion load is:
Mi.ting
lloa
MiJJng
Boa

(4)

T,

If the return air temperature, T r , is known, it should be
used in place of T z in the above equation. Failure to do so
essentially implies that the heat losses/gains in the return air
ducts have been implicitly lumped into the ventilation load.
However, using T z instead of T r is a reasonable assump
tion because (i) the losses/gains in the return air duct are a
small fraction of the total load, (ii) both the duct losses/gains
and ventilation losses/gains are a function of the outdoor
Figure 1 - Schematic of a Typical Two-Zone

Tr is, very often, more dif
ficult to measure or estimate than T z . In this analysis T z
will be used in instead of Tr . Eliminating T z from Eq. (3)

dry-bulb temperature, and (iii)

Building Wilh Dual-Duct System.

• Not required for variable volume system (VAV)

and Eq (4) yields:
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T z ,. = T m

-

qz

(5)

-.-
mtCp

Yh and X h can be calculated at intervals for which con

qz,. + quen,•.

qz

temperature will affect the intercept. All terms in Eq. (9)
except for U0 can be monitored. Therefore, the quantities

z,.

tinuous monitored data are available (either at hourly or

where
=
Now substituting for T
in
Eq. (2) and further substituting for mh in Eq. (1) yields:

.

%

. X c [(Tm
= mt
p

-

qz

-.-) mtcp

Yh and X h are calculated, Uo can
be obtained by regressing Yh against Xh using ordinary
least-squares linear regression. Since U0 is a building char

daily intervals). Once

] (Th - T1',m)) .
T e x (1',
h -

acteristic (assuming that inliltration and ventilation rates are
constant), it is independent of the season.

e

(6)
Re-arranging the above equation in terms 01

qz results

An expression similar to Eq. 9 can be developed for
the sensible cooling energy use by performing an energy
balance on the building in the cooling mode:

in:

(7)

qz

Physically,
is expected to be a function of envelope, in
filtration, ventilation, solar and internal loads. The envelope,
infiltration and ventilation losses are a function of the out
door and the indoor dry-bulb temperatures. The solar gains

Re-arranging Eq. 10 in terms of

qe,.

yields:

can also be assumed to be a function of the outdoor dry
bulb temperature (Vandon et aI., 1991 and Knebel, 1983).
Thus,

qe,.

=

(8)
Note that the sensible portion of the internal gains,

qi,.,

Once

includes gains from lights, equipment and people. The

qz

gains from people have to be estimated. Substituting for

U0 is evaluated from regression (Eq.

9) it can

be used along with Eq. 11 to deduce the sensible energy

gains 'rom lights and equipment can be monitored, but the

use of the bUilding. Finally, the latent cooling energy use
is easily estimated, since it is the difference between the
measured Whole-bUilding cooling energy use and the esti

in Eq. (7) and rearranging the terms yields:

mated sensible cooling energy use. The schematic of the
methodology is shown in Figure 2.

APPLICATION OF THE METHODOLOGY
The methodology was applied to two buildings lo

(9)

cated in Central Texas: (i) a large engineering center (EC)
and (ii) a large chemistry center (GC). The monitoring in
EC was extensive and il included all the system paramel~rs

Introducing an intercept term a to account for secondary

needed. However, the monitoring in CC was only limited. to

energy flows which have been neglected and also to correct

whole-building heating and cooling energy use and internal

for small biases in our estimate of

TZ '

we have:

gains (lights and equipment). There/ore, one time measure
ments of the system parameters had to be used to apply

(9a)

the methodology to the CC.

When the ambient and the zone set point temperatures

Description of

EC

are equal. all temperatura dependent loads should be zero.
The EC is a 324,000 gross ft2 building (240,000 ft2

Although solar load is assumed to be temperature depen
dent. its slope is much smaller. Therefore, linear regres

net) located in Central Texas with four !Ioors plus a base

sion is likely to assign part of the solar load contribution to

ment parking level. It includes offices, classrooms, labora

!he intercept term. Also, any change in the zone set point

tories and computer rooms and is open 24 hours per day,
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20,000 cfm to 28,000 cfm with a total air flow of 320,000
cfm for the bUilding. The outdoor air intake provides about

Whole-Builejing

cii,. ,q'c , qh

10% outdoor air when fully open; manual dampers are nor
mally closed by the operators to limit outside air for several
months when freezing outdoor temperatures are possible.

Uo (Tomb - T,)

cin

./' r "'

a

qlo.. + civon - q'solar - cii,.

There are 45 small exhaust fans with capacities ranging
from 200 to 4,000 elm, of which 15 are toilet and room
exhausts (15,000 cfm) and the rest are fume and furnace

qlo••
(_al._, gina ,..)

Evaluate Uo
from energy balance
of heating energy use

exhausts. The fume and the furnace exhausts are in the
laboratories and are only turned on to meet occasional ex
haust requirements.

Energy Balance in Healing Mode
Deduce qc,. from
Uo and energy balance
of cooling energy use

One of the twelve air handlers had been instru
mented since April 1990 to record hourly values of: mixed

Uo !Tomb - T, )

./' r "'

and cold deck dry-bulb temperatures and relative humidi

qc,. ~ qgoln + ci""n + ciSOlar + cii,.

ties, hot deck temperature, total air flow rate, pressure drop
across the fan and the IiIter assembly, and fan power con

qgain

sumption (Figure

(wal, K'd,gl.... ...)

3), The monitored air handler showed

the flow rate to be between 20,000 to 22,000 cfm. The air
balance report showed that this air handler was supplying
about 20,430 cfm.
Energy Balance in Cooling Mode

Figure 2 - Schematic of the Disaggregating
Methodology.

365 days per year. Occupancy and electrical consumption
shows marked weekdaylweekend differences; weekday hol
iday occupancy is similar to weekend usage with intermedi
ate usage on weekdays when class rooms are not in use,
but laboratories and offices are occupied (Katipamula and

Mila!

Haberl 1991). The parking lot which is underground is lit but
not conditioned.

G

The EC is a heavy structure with 6-inch concrete

~

B

floors and insulated concrete walls. The DDCV system

[3
[j

used to heat and cool the building is supplied with hot wa
ter, chilled water and electricity from the central campus

N
»lI."ICJll

-III

[;j . . _~~."'O)

plant. The campus does not individually meter bUildings,
but a data logger was installed in the EC to collect hourly
consumption data beginning in May 1989. Whole building
data collected included electricity use, air handler electricity,
chilled water load (Btu), hot water load (Btu), and hoI water
and chilled water pump run times. A weather station on the

Figure 3 - Air Handling Monitoring Schematic.

roof of the EC collects outdoor dry-bulb temperature, relative
humidity, horizontal solar radiation and wind velocity data.

The hot and cold deck supply temperatures in all
Twelve identical DDCV systems with 40 hp (29.8
kW) fans rated at 35,000 cfm and eight smaller air han

twelve air handlers are controlled by a single controller (one
each for hot and cold decks). Therefore, it is reasonable to
assume the supply temperatures in the other eleven AHUs

dlers (2.7 hp average) are located around the perimeler of
the building. While the large air handling units (AHU) are

to be the same as that of the monitored AHU. Since the air

rated at 35,000 elm, the air balance report shows 1I0ws of

handlers have the same outdoor intake capacities and since
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ual is lairly constant over XI.. The residuals do not exhibit
any obvious pattern, except lor low values 01 X I. where the

the outdoor dampers on all the air handlers are always fully
open, the monitored mixed air temperature is assumed to be
the average of all the twelve AHUs.

residuals are mosUy positive (Figure 5).

The major electnc loads in the EG are motor control
center (MGG), computer center, equipment and lighting. The

I

electric metering in the EG monitored MGG, computer center

ECBuilding

and the whole· building consumption individually. Therefore,

-2

I
I

tric load from MGG and computer center. The number of

I"
1lI'0 I

o

dred to about 3000. For this analysis, an average 01 1,500

III

I.

was cooled by an auxiliary cooling unit; therelore, its cool
ing energy was not included in the whole· bUilding monitored

,I
I I III

a

I'

I

III

II

1110

I

~

a~1

I'

t

I

II

I

I
I
~ .. a

~,.

,

III

I

'!!II

~I

Ill'tl' ~ ,

or/II •

·10

,

I.'
~

,

'iI,1I ag

r'

cooling energy.

I

BIf

lIlIg.
II

,

gains from people would be 9 MBtu/day (average number of
people 1500 at 6000 Btu/person/day). The computer center

II
I

III "'
Il"tI'-to
I'o I •

I I

,,'.1Il

people will be assumed. At 250 Bullhr/person the sensible

I

~I

8 '

difference between the whole· building electric and the elec
people in the EG at any given time varies from few hun

I

I,

R=O~9

the equipment and the lighting (internal gains) load is the

\,I

I I

II

IU ,

Application of the Methodology to the EC
The monitored data needed for the analysis included:
(i) hot deck supply temperature, (ii) cold deck supply tem

.1Il

.JG

10

·10

\

perature, (iii) mixed air dry-bulb temperature, (iv) outdoor
dry-bulb temperature, (v) whole-building cooling energy use,
(vi) whole· building healing energy use and (vii) sensible in

Figure 4 - Quantities Y I. and XI.
(as defined in Eq. 9) Along With the

ternal gains (equipment and lighting load). The total mass

Regression Model.

1Iow rate (rnt=I.5 Mlbmihr where M=10 6 ) was obtained
from the air balance report. The zone set point temperature
was assumed to be 76 F.

,,

Although the EG is maintained at a constant temper

, ",

ature (no thermostat setbacks), it still exhibits some thermal
mass effects. To reduce the mass effects the heating en

,
,

" ""
, : ,I.,

, III , :

,',.'"
"
\, , ,, ,i(,f't~'
~
I ~"
", ,,,'
, " "'

ergy use, the cooling energy use, and the internal gains
are summed to daily values (over 24 hours). The temper·
ature quantities (Th I T c ,

ECBuilding

T m I and Tamb) are averaged

""

·

,

over the day. One calendar year's data were used for this

.. ,

analysis.

'"

for the entire dataset and Uo was estimated by regressing

3.446

x Xh

"

,\I"

"

,III,'

\I \ '
'

, ..

J

" , .. ~,
.....

" " " ,II,
"" I '"~"'"
"
l' " ,

~,

,

II ,

III

',

, ", :', ' ,
lalla , ' ,

=

,

..;,

"

Yh on Xh (following Eq. 9a):

Yh

'"

J',""
II
''w,

liar

, ,

The quantities Y h and XI. 01 Eq. 9 were calculated

I

'

+ 16.049

As described in the earlier section the linear regres
sion is likely to assign part 01 the solar load contribution to
the intercept term. The adjusted R-squared of the regres
sion was 0.89, indicating that Y h is strongly correlated to
XI.' YI. is plotted versus Xh in Figure

Figure 5 - Residuals vs Quantity XI.

4, the solid line

(as defined in Eq. 9).

representing the model prediction. The spread of the resid
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a

~120

The value 01 Uo estimated above was used with Eq.
(11) to deduce the sensible cooling energy use. The latent
cooling energy use Is the difference between the measured

tl'

cooling energy use and the estimated sensible cooling en

~

ergy use. The disaggregated sensible and latent cooling
energy use are shown as a function 01 the outdoor dry-bulb
temperature in Figure 6 and the latent cooling energy use
is shown as a function of the outdoor specific humidity in
Figure

III II

I

ill

1.~~lI?lll't'l

,

ii'"

o 60

~

change in slope below 60 F outdoor dry-bulb temperature.
This could be due to the fact that all the external zones
would require heating below 60 F outdoor dry-bulb temper

~

a·"~lf~

I

~o

7. The sensible cooling energy use shows a slight

,::

EC Building

v

8~ 40

,

, lIt.",,II,
.'\",", 'tIt.',~JrU~'~'
",:y.~,~,
,t ,
"II

"

I ,.,'",..,,, .' ".. ,,",1.. '\',

'1 ....\

...l

•

• II
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" I., ... ,"I'...
a ,. , .~!
, ..,. .",'", " "'II" ," ",

ature, whereas the internal zones would still require cooling.

'll

"

'1 '"

I

'lI\

Since the internal gains are almost constant on a daily ba

2

"",

a

sis the cooling energy use below 60 F would thus, have a

,,' ,

,',: •

•5 Ol.-_"--_""--_-'--~_"__

smaller slope.

III

.0
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,,

_

_"__~.-J

100
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rA1rloor Diy·Bulb T~r~U1t (F)

The latent cooling energy use increases with outdoor
specific humidity. There is scatter, but the scatter seems to
decrease with an increase in outdoor specific humidity. Note
that the latent to total cooling energy use increases from
about 20% at outdoor specific humidity of 0.002 Ibmllba to
about 30% at outdoor specific humidity of 0.018 Ibmllba.

Figure 6 - Disaggregated Sensible and
Latent Cooling Energy Use As a Function
of Outdoor Dry-Bulb Temperature.
Squares Represent Sensible and

At an outdoor specific humidity of zero the latent cooling

Circles Represent Latent Loads.

energy use of the EC is about 10 MBtu/day. When the out
door air dew point temperature is less than the surlace tem
perature of the cooling coil the ventilation latent load is zero.
Any lalent cooling energy, for outdoor dew point temperature

EC Building

below the cooling coil lemperature, is due to the internal la
tent load from people. The internal latent load from people
in the EC would be approximately 10 to 15 MBtu/day which
is consistent with the intercept in Figure 7.

Description of CC
The CC is a six-storied building with 440,000 gross
h 2 (350,000 h 2 nel) located in Central Texas. It includes
laboratories, offices and classrooms. Unlike the EC building
discussed earlier, a major portion of the conditioned area is
laboratories which require large amounts of fresh air intake.
The building is open 24 hours per day, 365 days per year.
Occupancy and eleclrical consumption show day/night and

OL-~_~-,,-_-,----'_---'--~~~_-'-"-..l

weekdaylweekend differences.

0.0

0.002

O.roI

O.~

0.001 001 1.112 1014
Ot1OOcf SjniOC HIJ11Klily ~ba)

0.016

1.011

0.01

The CC is a heavy structure with 6-inch concrele
floors and insulated concrete walls. The DDCV system is

Figure 7 - Latent Cooling Energy Use As a
Function of Outdoor Specific Humidity.

supplied with steam, chilled water and electricity from the
central campus plant. A data logger was installed in the
building in January 1991 to monitor whole building elec
tricity use, air handler electricity, chilled waler load (Btu),
and steam consumption (Btu). A weather station on a dif

bulb temperature, relative humidity, horizontal solar radia

ferent LoanSTAR site (close to CC) collects outdoor dry-

dew-point temperatures from the National Weather Service

tion and wind velocity data. In addition, hourly dry-bulb and
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(NWS) (Austin airport) are also recorded.

approached 80 F which is also the hot deck supply temper
ature (Th), the difference between the hot deck supply tem
perature and the mixed air temperature (Tm ) approached

The ee has three identical DOeV systems with six
100 hp lans (two each per system) and a small ODeV sys
tem with a 60 hp fan. The three big units are all capable
of taking in 100% outdoor air. There are 12 exhaust fans
which operate 24 hours a day and two 30 hp return air
fans.

zero which, as can be S99n from Eq. (9) would result in Yh
values approaching inl/nity (for the Ee this problem did not
arise because Th was always greater than T m ). In order
to overcome this, the analysis had to be limited to tempera
lUres below 76 F.

Application of the Methodology to the CC

Uo was estimated by regressing Yh with Xh;

As described in the earlier section this methodology
requires certain system temperatures to be known explicitly.

Yh

Although none of the air handlers was instrumented in detail

=

7.07 X Xh

+ 14.83

The adjusted A-squared of the regression was 0.89,

like the bUilding discussed earlier, one-time measurement

indicating that Yh is strongly related 10 Xh. Yh values
are plotted versus the Xh values in Figure 8, the solid
line representing the regression model. The residuals do
not seem to exhibit any obvious pattern (Figure 9). Since

of several key systems parameters were made. The three
big air handlers were found to draw almost 100% oUldoor
air and the fourth air handler was found to draw about 20%.
Therefore, the outdoor air intake was assumed to be about
95% of the total air flow.

Uo would be a bUilding parameter independent of the sea
son, the value determined by regression ought to be valid
throughout the temperature range. Hence the value of Uo
estimated above was used with Eq. (11) to estimate the

According to the existing controls in the ee, the cold
deck supply temperalure is mainlained at 55 F and the hot
deck supply temperature is reset based on the outdoor air

sensible cooling energy use.
The disaggregated sensible and latent cooling energy

temperature (Table 1). The hot deck supply temperature
between 40 and 80 F outdoor temperature was linearly in

use are shown as a function of the outdoor dry-bulb tem

terpolated. Therefore, for this analysis the cold deck supply

perature (Figure 10), and the lalent cooling energy use is
shown as a function of the outdoor specific humidity (Figure

temperalure was set at 55 F and the hot deck supply tem
perature was reset with the outdoor dry-bulb temperalure.

11). The latent cooling above 75 F is greater than the sen

The total air flow was taken as 1.68 MMlbmlhr; it was esti
mated from total fan power and total static pressure in the
ducls.

sible cooling energy. The lalent cooling energy use varies
between 15% to 65% or the total cooling energy use.
The latent cooling energy use shOUld be zero for out
door dew point temperatures below the cooling coil surface

Table 1 - Hal Deck Reset Schedule for the ee Building.

temperature. Since the cold deck supply temperature was
Outdoor Air

Hot Deck Discharge

55 F the cooling coil surface lemperature would be between

Temperature (F)

Air Temperalure (F)

45 and 50 F. The specific humidity corresponding to a dew

80

80

40

120

point temperature of 47 F is about 0.007 Ibml1ba. Therelore,
below the outdoor air specific humidity of 0.007 Ibml1ba the
latent cooling energy use should be zero. However, Figure
11 shows some latent cooling energy use below the out
door specific humidity of 0.007 Ibml1ba. The presence of

The zone set point was assumed to be 76 F. The

latent load below outdoor specitic humidity of 0.007 Ibml1ba

number 01 people occupying the building at any give time
varied Irom a few hundred to a peak of 4,000. For this

is probably due to the fourth air handler taking only 20%
outdoor air and conditioning a green-house.

analysis an average of 1,500 people was assumed. At 250
Btu/personlhr the sensible load from people would be 9
MBtu/day. Ten months of data were used in this analysis
(February to November 1991).

DISCUSSION
Ideally, data spanning at least one calendar year are
required for the analysis. If fewer data are available this

The quantities Yh and X h (Eq. 9) were calculated
lor all days when the average daily dry-bulb temperature

methodology can still be applied prOVided the outdoor dry

was less than 76 F. As the outdoor dry-bulb temperature

zone sel point temperature. The hot deck supply temper

bulb temperature is evenly distributed below and above the
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atura, in most commercial buildings, above 80 F outdoor
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dry·bulb temperature will be the same as the mixed air dry
bulb temperatura. Thera fore , Uo will have been evaluated
for outdoor conditions below 80 F.

(i) whole-building end use, (ii) local weather conditions and
(iii) HVAC system parameters and operation. In the rirst

The monitored data (hourly/daily) needed to apply
this methodology can be classified into three categories:

category, the end uses include heating and cooling energy
consumption and the internal gains (lighting, equipment and
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CONCLUSIONS

people). The local weather variables that are needed in
clude the dry-bulb temperature and the specific humidity.

A methodology to disaggregate sensible and latent

The HVAC system parameters that are needed include: (i)
hot deck supply dry-bulb temperature, (ii) cold deck supply

cooling from total cooling was developed and tested on two

dry-bulb temperature, (iii) mean zone set point temperature,

buildings. Although this methodology was illustrated for two

(iv) mixed air dry-bulb temperature or the ventilation rate,
and (v) total mass flow rate (not required for a VAV system).

building with a different type of HVAC system.

DDCV systems, it can be readily modified and applied to a

The major benefit of this methodology is better under

In most of the LoanSTAR sites the whole-building
data and the local weather conditions are available. How

standing of the sensible and the latent fractions in the total

ever, the system temperatures (Th , T c and T m ) are moni
tored in only a few sites. The duct mount temperature sen

cooling energy use. Future work would involve integrating
this methodology along with statistical regression models.

sors are reliable and easy to install. But the cost of instal
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NOMENCLATURE
cp

= specific heat of air at constant pressure (Btul1bm/F)

mL

= total mass flow rate (Ibm/hr)

me

=

mh

cooling mass flow rate (Ibm/hr)

= heating mass flow rate (Ibm/hr)

=
Th =
Tc

cooling coil leaving air dry-bulb temperature (F).
heating coil leaving air dry-bulb temperature (F)

Tm =

mixed air dry-bUlb temperature (F)).

=

outdoor air dry-bulb temperature (F)

Tam!>

Tr

Tz.
Tz.,.
q,

= mean return air temperature (F)

= mean indoor air dry-bulb temperature (F)

= zone supply air dry-bulb temperature (F)
= total building latent cooling (Btu/hr)
total building sensible cooling (Btu/hr)

qi,'

=
=

qucn,'

=

sensible ventilation load (Btu/hr)

qe,'

qz.,' =
tiz. =
Uo

total building internal sensible cooling load (Btu/hr)

sensible envelope load w/o ventilation (BlU/hr)
sensible envelope load with ventilation (Btu/hr)

= overall heat transmission coefficient of envelope
component (Btu/F)

W

o

Wr

= outdoor air specific humidity (Ibm/lba)
=

average return air specific humidity (lbwl1ba)
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